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On Integrated Access and Backhaul Networks: Current Status and
Potentials

Charitha Madapatha, Behrooz Makki, Senior Member, IEEE, Chao Fang, Oumer Teyeb, Erik Dahlman,
Mohamed-Slim Alouini, Fellow, IEEE and Tommy Svensson, Senior Member, IEEE.

—In this paper, we introduce and study the potentials and challenges of integrated access and backhaul (IAB) as one of the
promising techniques for evolving 5G networks. We study IAB networks from different perspectives. We summarize the recent Rel-16
as well as the upcoming Rel-17 3GPP discussions on IAB, and highlight the main IAB-specific agreements on different protocol
layers. Also, concentrating on millimeter wave-based communications, we evaluate the performance of IAB networks in both dense
and suburban areas. Using a finite stochastic geometry model, with random distributions of IAB nodes as well as user equipments
(UEs) in a finite region, we study the service coverage rate defined as the probability of the event that the UEs’ minimum rate
requirements are satisfied. We present comparisons between IAB and hybrid IAB/fiber-backhauled networks where a part or all of
the small base stations are fiber-connected. Finally, we study the robustness of IAB networks to weather and various deployment
conditions and verify their effects, such as blockage, tree foliage, rain as well as antenna height/gain on the coverage rate of IAB
setups, as the key differences between the fiber-connected and IAB networks. As we show, IAB is an attractive approach to enable
the network densification required by 5G and beyond.

Index Terms—Integrated access and backhaul, IAB, densification, millimeter wave (mmWave) communications, 3GPP, Stochastic
geometry, Poisson point process, Coverage probability, Germ-grain model, ITU-R, FITU-R, Wireless backhaul, 5G NR, Rain, Tree
foliage, Blockage, Relay

I. INTRODUCTION

Different reports, e.g., [1], predict a steep increase of
Internet devices connected through wireless access as well
as a massive increase in mobile traffic. To cope with such
requirements, along with utilizing more spectrum, the fifth
generation (5G) wireless networks and beyond propose dif-
ferent ways for spectral efficiency and capacity improvements.
Network densification [2], [3] is one of the key enablers among
the alternative approaches, e.g., various distributed antenna
systems techniques, including cell-free massive multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) and can be achieved via the deploy-
ment of many access points of different types, so that there
are more resource blocks per unit area.

The base stations (BSs) need to be connected to the oper-
ators’ core network via a transport network. A transport net-
work may consist of wired or wireless connections. Typically,
wireless connections are used for backhaul transport in the
radio access network (RAN), closer to the BSs, while wired
high-capacity fiber connections are used for transport closer to
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the core network and in the core network, where the network
needs to handle aggregated traffic from many BSs.

The deployed backhaul technology today has large regional
variations, but on a global scale, wireless microwave tech-
nology has historically been a dominating media for a long
time. Over the last 10 years there has however been a large
increase in fiber deployments attributed to, e.g., geopolitical
decisions and major governmental investments. Over the same
time, the use of copper as a media has reduced a lot due to
increasing demands on capacity and lower maintenance. Going
forward there are thus two dominating backhaul media –
microwave and fiber. Historical and predicted global backhaul
media distribution can be found in [4].

Fiber offers reliable high-capacity transport with demon-
strated Tbps rates. However, the deployment of fiber requires
a noteworthy initial investment for trenching and installation,
which could take a considerable installation time, and even
might not be possible/allowed in, certain areas where trenching
is not an option.

Wireless backhauling using microwave represents a compet-
itive alternative to fiber since it today provides 10’s of Gbps
in commercial deployments and even 100 Gbps has recently
been demonstrated [5]. Microwave is a backhaul technology
used by most mobile operators worldwide, and this trend is
likely to continue. This is because microwave is a scalable
and economical backhaul option that can meet the increasing
requirements of 5G systems. A key advantage over fiber is that
wireless backhauling comes with significantly lower cost and
flexible/timely deployment (e.g., no digging, no intrusion or
disruption of infrastructure, and possible to deploy in principle
everywhere) [4], [6]. Today microwave backhauling operates

in licensed point-to-point (PtP) spectrum, typically in the
4–70/80 GHz range. However, with the introduction of 5G in
millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum and with the foreseen
need for even wider bandwidths for backhaul, microwave is
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currently being extended to even higher frequencies, above
100 GHz.

For the same reasons, and driven by network densification
and access to wide bandwidth in mmWave spectrum, inte-
grated access and backhaul (IAB) networks, where the oper-
ator can utilize part of the radio resources for wireless back-
hauling, has recently received considerable attention [7], [8].
The purpose of IAB is to provide flexible wireless backhauling
using 3GPP new radio (NR) technology in international mobile
telecommunications (IMT) bands, providing not only backhaul
but also the existing cellular services in the same node. Thus,
IAB serves as a complement to microwave PtP backhauling
in dense urban and suburban deployments, while it comes at
the expense of using IMT bands not only for access but also
for backhaul traffic.

Wireless backhauling has been studied earlier in 3GPP in
the scope of LTE Rel-10, also known as LTE relaying [9].
However, there have been only a handful of commercial LTE
relay deployments, mainly because the existing LTE spectrum
is very expensive to be used for backhauling, and also small-
cell deployments did not reach the anticipated potential in the
4G timeline.

For 5G NR, IAB has been standardized in 3GPP Rel-16 and,
as we detail later in the paper, standardization will continue
in Rel-17. The main reason why NR IAB is expected to be
more commercially successful than LTE relaying is that:
• The limited coverage of mmWave access creates a high

demand for denser deployments, which, in turn, increases
the need for backhauling.

• Also, the larger bandwidth available in mmWave spec-
trum provides more economically viable opportunity for
wireless backhauling.

• Finally, MIMO, multi-beam systems, and multiple access,
which are inherent features of NR, enable efficient back-
hauling of multiple radio BSs using the same equipment.

There have been several studies on the performance of
IAB networks. For instance, cost-optimal node placement [10],
resource allocation [11]–[14] and routing [11]–[17] are studied
in the cases with different numbers of hops. Particularly,
[10] provides an overview of multi-hop IAB techniques sup-
ported in the 3GPP rel-16 standard and discusses its design
strategies. A joint node placement and resource allocation
scheme maximizing the downlink sum rate is developed in
[18]. Also, [19] uses simulated annealing algorithms for joint
scheduling and power allocation. The maximum extended
coverage area of a single fiber site using multi-hop relaying
is investigated in [20], and [21], [22] perform end-to-end sim-
ulations to check the feasibility/challenges of mmWave-based
IAB networks. Also, [23] provides useful insights for IAB
deployments, especially, related to network densification and
multi-hop topology, as it simulates a multi-hop mmWave pico-
cell network, and evaluates the user throughput. The potential
of using IAB in a fixed wireless access use-case is evaluated
in [24]. The impact of dynamic time division duplex (TDD)-
based resource allocation on the throughput of IAB networks,
how its performance compares with static TDD and FDD
(F: frequency), is discussed in [25], [26]. Moreover, [27]–
[29] characterize the coverage probability of IAB-enabled

mmWave heterogeneous networks via infinite Poisson point
processes (PPPs). Precoder design and power allocation, to
maximize the network sum rate, is considered in [30]. Finally,
[31] investigates the usefulness of IAB in unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV)- based communications, and [32] develops a
reinforcement learning-based resource allocation scheme in
such networks.

In this paper, we study the performance of IAB networks
from different perspectives. We start by summarizing the
most recent 3GPP discussions in Rel-16 as well as the up-
coming ones in Rel-17, and highlight the main IAB-specific
features on different protocol layers. Then, concentrating on
mmWave-based communications, we analyze the performance
of IAB networks, and compare their performance with those
achieved with hybrid IAB/fiber-connected networks. Here,
the results are presented for the cases with an FHPPP (FH:
finite homogeneous)-based stochastic geometry model, e.g.,
[27], [33], i.e., a PPP which depends on a constant density,
with random distributions of the IAB nodes as well as the
user equipments (UEs) in a finite region. Particularly, we
study the network service coverage probability, defined as
the probability of the event that the UEs’ minimum data rate
requirements are satisfied.

One of the key differences between fiber-connected and IAB
networks is that, the backhaul link in IAB networks may, like
any wireless link, be impacted by various weather effects and
deployment conditions such as rain, blockage, antenna heights,
and tree foliage. For this reason, we evaluate the impacts of
these aspects. The results are presented for both suburban and
urban areas, with the main focus on dense deployments, since
that is the most interesting scenario for IAB.

In summary, the paper presents an easy-to-follow descrip-
tion of the most recent 3GPP agreements on IAB, gives
cost/performance comparisons between the IAB and fiber-
connected networks, and verifies the robustness of the network
to different environmental effects, which makes the paper
completely different from the related literature.

As we demonstrate, along with microwave backhauling,
IAB is a cost-effective complement of fiber, especially in dense
metropolitan areas. Moreover, independently of the cost, IAB
is an appropriate tool in a number of use-cases of interest
in 5G. Finally, as we show, while the coverage rate of the
IAB network is slightly affected by heavy rainfall in suburban
areas, for a broad range of parameter settings and different
environments, the blockage and the rain are not problematic
for IAB networks, in the sense that their impact on the
coverage probability is negligible. High levels of tree foliage,
however, may reduce the coverage probability of the network,
especially in suburban areas.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II summarizes the key 3GPP discussions in Rel-16 and 17
on IAB. Section III describes the performance evaluation
of IAB networks, compares their performance with those
achieved in hybrid IAB/fiber-connected networks, and verifies
the robustness of the IAB setup to different weather and
deployment parameters. Finally, conclusions and a number of
interesting open research problems that encourages researchers
to contribute are provided in Section IV.
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Figure 1. Integrated access and backhaul.

II. IAB IN 3GPP

NR IAB was introduced in 3GPP Rel-16. It provides
functionality that allows for the use of the NR radio-access
technology not only for the link between BSs and devices,
sometimes referred to as the access link, but also for wireless
backhaul links, see Figure 1.

Wireless backhauling, that is, the use of wireless technology
for backhaul links, has been used for many years. However,
this has then been mainly based on radio technologies different
from those used for the access links. Additionally, wireless
backhaul has typically been based on proprietary, i.e., non-
standardized1, radio technology operating in mmWave spec-
trum above 10 GHz2 and constrained to line-of-sight (LOS)
propagation conditions.

However, along with massive amount of available spectrum
due to the move to mmWave, there are at least two factors that
now make it more relevant to consider an IAB solution, that
is, reusing the standardized cellular technology, normally used
by devices to access the network, also for wireless-backhaul
links:
• With the emergence of 5G NR, the cellular technology is

extending into the mmWave spectrum, a spectrum range
that historically is used for wireless backhaul.

• With the emergence of small-cell deployments with BSs
located, for example, on street level, there is a demand
for a wireless-backhaul solution that allows for backhaul
links to operate also under non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
conditions, the kind of propagation scenarios for which
the cellular radio-access technologies have been designed.

A. IAB Architecture

The IAB standard that is being specified in 3GPP Rel-16
[35] is based on the split architecture introduced in 3GPP Rel-
15, where a base station (gNB) is split into a centralized unit
(CU), which terminates the Packet Data Convergence Protocol
(PDCP) and the Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol,
and a distributed unit (DU) that terminates the lower layer
protocols, i.e., Radio Link Control (RLC), Medium Access
Control (MAC) and the physical layer [36]. The motivation

1Some aspects of microwave backhauling are standardized, but there is
significant room for proprietary solutions.

2Traditional wireless backhaul operates also below 10 GHz, for example
the longhaul links are typically at 6 GHz [34].

Figure 2. User plane and control plane protocol stack of a multi-hop IAB
network according to 3GPP Rel-16.

for the CU/DU functional split is that all time-critical func-
tionalities, e.g., scheduling, fast retransmission, segmentation
etc., can be realized in the DU, i.e., close to the radio and the
antenna, while it is possible to centralize and resource-pool the
less time-critical radio functionalities in the CU. A specified
interface (F1 interface) is used to convey both the control-plane
(F1-C) and user-plane (F1-U) messages between the CU and
DU. The CU/DU split is transparent to the UE, i.e., it does
not impact UE functionality or protocol stack.

Figure 2 shows the control and user plane protocol stack
of a multi-hop IAB network according to 3GPP Rel-16. The
IAB donor node is the node that is connected to the rest of the
network in a conventional way (e.g., fiber or microwave) and
serves the IAB nodes and other UEs that are directly connected
to it. The IAB nodes have a mobile termination (MT) part and
a DU part. The MT part is used to connect to a parent DU
(which could be the donor DU or the DU part of another IAB
node), while the DU part of an IAB node is used to serve UEs
or the MT part of child IAB nodes.

In many respects, the MT part of an IAB node behaves like
a UE in the sense that it communicates with the parent DU
very much like a UE. On the other hand, from the UE point-
of-view, the DU of an IAB node appears as a normal DU.
This is necessary to preserve backwards compatibility so that
legacy (pre Rel-16) NR UEs could also access the network
via an IAB node.

As in legacy CU/DU split, for the user plane, the service
data adaptation protocol (SDAP) and PDCP are terminated at
the UE and the user plane part of the CU (CU-UP), and the
corresponding packets are transported over an F1-U interface
(basically, a set of GTP tunnels for each bearer) between the
CU-UP and the DU part of the IAB node serving the UE
(known as access IAB node). Similarly, for the control plane,
the RRC and PDCP are terminated at the UE and the CU-
CP, and the corresponding packets are transported over an
F1-C interface, which is realized via a set of stream control
transport protocol (SCTP) associations/streams between the
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CU-UP and the DU part of the access IAB node. The IAB-
MTs can employ all the functionalities available to UEs such
as carrier aggregation and dual connectivity to multiple parent
nodes. The IAB nodes’s protocol/architecture is transparent to
the UE, i.e., UEs cannot differentiate between normal gNBs
and IAB nodes.

In Rel-16, only a directed acyclic graph (DAG) multi-
hop topology was supported, i.e., no mesh-based connectiv-
ity. Also, only decode-and-forward relaying was considered,
where the signal is decoded in each hop and, with a successful
decoding, it is re-encoded and transferred to the next hop.
Compared to other relaying techniques, this gives the best
E2E performance in the multi-hop setup and make it possible
to scale the network to the cases with different numbers of
hops, especially, due to its full processing capability. The
IAB nodes are interconnected with each other at layer 2
level and a hop-by-hop RLC is employed. This provides a
better performance than having an end-to-end (E2E) RLC
between the donor and the UE because retransmissions, if any,
are required only over the affected hop, rather than between
the UE and the donor, leading to faster and most efficient
recovery to transmission failures. Hop-by-hop RLC also leads
to lower buffering requirements at the end points. With regard
to security, no hop-by-hop security is needed between the
IAB nodes since the PDCP at the UE and CU ensure E2E
encryption and integrity protection (optional for user plane).

1) On Backhaul Adaptation Protocol
A new protocol known as backhaul adaptation protocol

(BAP) is specified that is responsible for the forwarding of
packets in the intermediate hops between the donor DU and
the access IAB node [37]. Each IAB node is configured with a
unique BAP ID by the donor node. For downlink (DL) packets,
the donor DU inserts a BAP routing ID on the packets it is
forwarding to the next hop, which is the BAP ID of the access
IAB node serving the UE and a path identifier, in case there are
several possible paths to reach the access IAB node. Similarly,
for uplink (UL) packets, the access IAB node inserts the UL
BAP routing ID, which is the BAP ID of the donor DU and
a path identifier, in case there are several possible paths to
reach the DU. Each IAB node is configured with UL and DL
routing tables, which indicates to which child node (in the case
of DL) or parent node (in the case of UL) the packet should
be forwarded. When an access IAB node receives a packet
that is destined to it, the packet will be forwarded to higher
layers and processed the same way a normal DU processes
incoming F1-U or F1-C packets.

In addition to forwarding packets to a child or parent
node, the BAP protocol also performs the mapping between
ingress and egress backhaul RLC channels, to ensure that the
packets are treated with the proper quality of service (QoS)
requirements. Similar to RLC channels between a DU and
a UE, the backhaul RLC channels can be configured with
different QoS parameters such as priority and guaranteed bit
rates. For bearers that have very strict QoS requirements, a 1:1
mapping could be used, where there is a dedicated backhaul
RLC channel on each hop. Otherwise, an 1:N mapping can be
employed where packets belonging to several bearers could be

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the IAB integration procedure in 3GPP
Rel-16.

transported/multiplexed over a given backhaul RLC channel.
Similar to the routing table, the IAB nodes are configured with
a mapping configuration to determine which egress backhaul
RLC channel a packet should be forwarded to once the next
child/parent node has been identified via the routing table.

2) On Integration Procedure
Before becoming fully operational, the IAB node performs

the IAB integration procedure, which is illustrated in Fig. 3
(interested reader is referred to [38] for the details). In the
first step (startup), the IAB node performs an RRC connection
establishment, like a normal UE, using its MT functionality.
Once the connection is set up, it indicates to the network that
it is an IAB node, which the network verifies/authenticates.
Connectivity to the Operation and Maintenance (OAM) part
of the network could also be performed at this phase to update
configurations.

In the second step, the required/default backhaul RLC
channel(s) are established, to enable the bootstrapping process
where the DU part of the IAB node establishes the F1 connec-
tion with the donor as well as enable OAM connectivity (if not
performed during the first step). A routing update is also made,
which includes several sub-procedures such as IP address
allocation for the IAB node and the (re)configuration of the
BAP sub-layer at the IAB node and possibly all ancestor IAB
nodes (BAP routing identifier(s) for downstream/upstream
directions, routing table updates, etc.).

In the last step, the DU part of the IAB node can initiate an
F1 connection request towards the donor CU, using its newly
allocated IP address. After the F1 connection is set up, the IAB
node can start serving UEs like a normal DU. Reconfigurations
can be made anytime after this step, on a need basis, to update
the backhaul RLC channels, routing tables, bearer mapping,
etc.

B. Spectrum for IAB

As already mentioned, although IAB supports the full range
of NR spectrum, for several reasons the mmWave spectrum is
most relevant for IAB:
• The potentially large amount of mmWave spectrum

makes it more justifiable to use part of the spectrum
resources for wireless backhaul.

• Massive beamforming enabled at higher frequencies is
especially beneficial for the wireless-backhaul scenario
with stationary nodes at both ends of the radio link.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the IAB system model.

Higher-frequency spectrum is mainly organized as unpaired
spectrum. Thus, operation in unpaired spectrum has been the
main focus for the 3GPP discussions on IAB. IAB supports
both outband and inband backhauling:
• Outband backhauling: The wireless backhaul links oper-

ate in a different frequency band, compared to the access
links.

• Inband backhauling: The wireless backhaul links operate
in the same frequency band, as the access links.

C. The IAB Radio Link

In most respects, the backhaul link, between a parent-node
DU and a corresponding child IAB-node MT operates as a
conventional network-to-device link. Consequently, the IAB-
related extensions to the NR physical, MAC, and RLC layers
are relatively limited and primarily deal with the need to
coordinate the IAB-node MT and DUs for the case of inband
operation when simultaneous DU and MT operation is not
possible.

Similar to UEs, a time-domain resource of an IAB-node MT
can be configured/indicated as:
• Downlink (DL): The resource will only be used by the

parent node in the DL direction.
• Uplink (UL): The resource will only be used by the parent

node in the UL direction.
• Flexible (F). The resource may be used in both the DL

and UL directions with the instantaneous transmission
direction determined by the parent-node scheduler.

Similarly, the time-domain resources of the DU part of an IAB
node can be configured as:

• Downlink (DL): The DU can only use the resource in the
DL direction.

• Uplink (UL): The DU can only use the resource in the
UL direction.

• Flexible (F): The DU can use the resource in both the
DL and UL directions.

In parallel to the DL/UL/F configuration, DU time-domain
resources could be configured as hard or soft. In case of a
hard configuration, the DU of a node can use the resource
without having to consider the impact on its MTs ability to
transmit/receive according to its configuration and scheduling.
In practice this means that, if a certain DU time-domain
resource is configured as hard, the parent node must assume
that the IAB-node MT may not be able to receive/transmit.
Consequently, the parent node should not schedule transmis-
sions to/from the MT in this resource.

In contrast, in case of a DU time-domain resource con-
figured as soft, the DU can use the resource if and only
if this does not impact the MTs ability to transmit/receive
according to its configuration and scheduling. This means that
the parent node can schedule a DL transmission to the MT
in the corresponding MT resource and assume that the MT
is able to receive the transmission. Similarly, the parent node
can schedule MT UL transmission in the resource and assume
that the MT can carry out the transmission.

The possibility to configure soft DU resources allows for
more dynamic resource utilization. Take, as an example, a
soft DU resource corresponding to an MT resource configured
as UL. If the MT does not have a scheduling grant for that
resource, the IAB node knows that the MT will not have to
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transmit within the resource. Consequently, the DU can dy-
namically use the resource, for example, for DL transmission,
even if the IAB node is not capable of simultaneous DU and
MT transmission.

The possibility to configure soft DU resources also gives an
IAB node the chance to benefit from being able to perform
simultaneous DU and MT operation. Whether or not a specific
IAB node is capable of simultaneous DU and MT operation
may depend on the IAB-node implementation and may also
depend on the exact deployment scenario. Thus, an IAB node
designed or deployed so that it can support simultaneous DU
and MT operation can use a soft DU resource without the
parent node even knowing about it.

These situations, when an IAB node, by itself, can conclude
that it can use a soft DU resource has, in the 3GPP discussions,
been referred to as implicit indication of availability of soft
DU resources. The parent node can also provide an explicit
indication of availability of a soft DU resource by means of
layer-1 signaling.

Finally, it should be noted that, along with resource multi-
plexing which has been the main topic of discussions in RAN1,
the over-the-air (OTA) timing alignment, the random access
channel (RACH) as well as the extensions of SSBs for inter-
IAB-node discovery and measurements have been discussed
in 3GPP. However, due to space limits, we do not cover these
topics, and the interested reader can find the final agreements
in [39]. Moreover, while we concentrated mostly on RAN1 and
RAN2 discussions, the main discussions/agreements in RAN3
and RAN4 can be found in [40]- [41] and [42], respectively
(also see [10]).

D. IAB in Rel-17

The physical-layer part of the IAB Rel-16 specifications was
finalized at the end of 2019 and the remaining parts (higher-
layer protocols and architecture) are expected to be finalized in
June 2020. Further enhancements to IAB will then be carried
out within 3GPP Rel-17, with expected start in August 2020
[43]. The Rel-17 work aims to improve on various aspects
such as robustness, degree of load-balancing, spectral effi-
ciency, multi-hop latency and end-to-end performance. More
specifically, the following is planned to be covered:
• Enhancements to the resource multiplexing between child

and parent links of an IAB node, including:
– Enhanced support of simultaneous operation (trans-

mission and/or reception) of IAB-node’s child and
parent links, including enhancements such as new
DU/MT timing relations, DL/UL power control and
cross link interference mitigation.

– Support for dual-connectivity scenarios for topology
redundancy for improved robustness and load bal-
ancing.

• Enhancements in scheduling, flow and congestion control
to improve end-to-end performance, fairness, and spectral
efficiency.

• Introduction of efficient inter-donor IAB-node migration,
increasing the robustness of IAB networks allowing for
more refined load-balancing and topology management.

• Reduction of service interruption time caused by IAB-
node migration and backhaul RLF recovery improves
network performance, allows network deployments to
undergo more frequent topology changes, and provides
stable backhaul performance.

Finally, it should be mentioned that in 3GPP RAN4 a
number of simulations have been performed to evaluate the
feasibility/efficiency of IAB networks, e.g., [44]. There, it
has been mainly concentrated on defining RF requirements
for both backhaul and access links of an IAB-node including
requirements for their co-existence, and evaluate the per-
formance in different possible scheduling scenarios of the
the DU and MT. In Section III, we mainly concentrate on
the comparison between the performance of IAB and fiber
networks as well as studying the robustness of IAB networks
to different environmental effects using a novel stochastic
geometry modeling for mmWave networks and 3D maps
topology information. Such results provide insights about if
the IAB performance expectations will be met in urban and
suburban areas.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section studies the service coverage rate of IAB
networks with various parameterizations, and compares the
performance with those achieved by (partially) fiber-connected
networks. First, we present the system model, including the
channel model, the considered UE association rule as well as
the rain, the blockage and the tree foliage models, which are
followed by the simulation results.

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 4., consider an outdoor two tier hetero-
geneous network (HetNet), i.e., a two-hop IAB network, with
multiple MBSs (M: macro), SBSs (S: small) and UEs. This
is motivated by different evaluations, e.g., [27]–[30], where,
although the standardization does not limit the number of hops,
increasing the number of hops may lead to backhaul traffic
aggregation. In an IAB deployment, both the MBSs and the
SBSs use wireless connections for both access and backhaul.
Also, only the MBSs are fiber-connected while the SBSs
receive data from the MBSs wirelessly by using IAB. That is,
following the 3GPP definitions (see Section II), the MBSs and
the SBSs can be considered as the donor and the child IABs,
respectively. Therefore, throughout the section, we may use the
terminologies MBS/SBS and donor IAB/IAB interchangeably.
Considering an inband operation, the bandwidth is shared
among access and backhaul links of the IAB nodes such that
the network service coverage rate is maximized. For simplicity,
the MBSs and the SBSs are assumed to have constant power
over the spectrum of the system and are all active throughout
the analysis3.

3Developing adaptive power allocation schemes for IAB networks is an
interesting open research topic.
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Table I
THE DEFINITION OF THE PARAMETERS.

Parameter Definition Parameter Definition
φM FHPPP of the MBSs φU FHPPP of the UEs
φS FHPPP of the SBSs λU UE density
φB FHPPP of the blocking walls θ Orientation of blocking wall
φT FHPPP of the tree lines lhop Average hop length
λM MBSs density λS SBSs density
H Homogeneous Poisson Process λB Blocking wall density
lB Blocking wall length ρ Service coverage probability
A Circular disk D Radius of the disk
Pt Transmission power Pr Received power
h Fading coeficient G Antenna gain
L(1m) Reference path loss at 1 meter distance L Propagation path loss
x Location of the node r Propagation distance between the nodes
α Path loss exponent N Number of UEs connected
fc Carrier frequency ϕ Angle between the BS and UE
θHPBW Half power beamwidth of the antenna G0 Maximum gain of directional antenna
g(ϕ) Side lobe gain Rth Minimum data rate threshold
xc Associated cell R Rain intensity
xu Connected UE at the location i, j Node index
FT Tree foliage γR Rainloss
d Vegetation depth W Bandwidth of the DL
µ Percentage of bandwidth resources on backhaul lT Tree line length
λT Tree blocking density v SBS antenna height

1) Spatial Model
Table I summarizes the parameters used in the analysis. We

model the IAB network by an FHPPP, e.g., [33], [45], which
suits well to model a random number of nodes in a finite
region. Particularly, FHPPPs φM and φS with densities λM and
λS, respectively, are used to model the spatial distributions of
the MBSs and the SBSs, respectively.

The MBSs’ FHPPP is given by φM = H∩A, where H with
density λM is an HPPP (H: homogeneous) and A ⊂ R2 is a
finite region. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we
let A be a circular disk with radius D. However, the study is
generic and can be applied on arbitrary regions A. The SBSs
and the UEs are also located within the same A in accordance
with two other FHPPPs φS and φU having densities λS and
λU, respectively, which are all mutually independant.

We study the system performance for two blocking condi-
tions. First, we use the well-known germ grain model [46,
Chapter 14], which provides accurate results compared to
stochastic models that assume the blocking in different links
to be independant. Moreover, the germ grain model fits well
for environments with large obstacles as it takes the obstacles
induced blocking correlation into account. The model is an
FHPPP, i.e., the blockages are distributed according to the
FHPPP φB distributed in the same area A with density λB.
This is a 2D model where all blockings are assumed to be
walls of length lB and orientation θ, which is an independantly
and identically distributed (IID) uniform random variable in [0,
2π]. The walls are distributed in random locations uniformly
as of the FHPPP.

With the 2D channel model, the elevation of the blocking
and the BSs or the terrain information of the land are not
taken into account. For this reason, in Subsection III-C4, we
demonstrate the system performance for an example 3D use-
case. Particularly, we distribute the same spatial arrangement
of the MBSs, the SBSs and the UEs with their respective

nodes heights on top of map data with real world blocking
terrain using OpenStreetMap 3D environment. That is, while
different MBS and SBS nodes are distributed randomly based
on their corresponding FHPPPs, they are placed, on different
heights, and the blockages are determined based on the map
information. This enables us to evaluate the effect of the nodes
and blocking heights on the service coverage probability.

2) Channel Model
We consider an inband communication setup, where both

the access and backhaul links operate in the same mmWave
spectrum band. Following the state-of-the-art mmWave chan-
nel model, e.g., [45], the received power at each node can be
expressed as

Pr = Ptht,rGt,rL(1m)Lt,r ||xt − xr||−1 Ft,rγt,r. (1)

Here, Pt denotes the transmit power in each link, and ht,r
represents the independant small-scale fading for each link.
The small-scale fading is modelled as a normalized Rayleigh
random variable in our analysis. Then, Gt,r represents the
combined antenna gain of the transmitter and the receiver of
the link, Lt,r which is a function of the distance between xt and
xr, denotes the path loss due to propagation, and L(1m) is the
reference path loss at 1 meter distance. The tree foliage loss
is denoted by Ft,r while γt,r represents the rain loss between
the transmitter and the receiver of the link in linear scale. The
total path loss, in dB, is characterized according to the 5GCM
UMa close-in model described in [47]. The path loss is given
by

κ = 32.4 + 10 log10(r)
α + 20 log10(fc), (2)

where fc is the carrier frequency, r is the propagation distance
between the nodes, and α is the path loss exponent. Depending
on the blockage, LOS and NLOS links are affected by different
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path loss exponents. The propagation loss of the path loss
model is given by

Lt,r =

{
rαL , if LoS,
rαN , if NLoS,

(3)

where αL and αN denote path loss exponents for the LOS and
NLOS scenarios, respectively. In 5G, large antenna arrays with
directional beamforming are used to mitigate the propagation
losses. We model the beam pattern as a sectored-pattern
antenna array and thus the antenna gain between two nodes
can be expressed by

Gi,j(ϕ) =

{
G0

−θHPBW
2 ≤ ϕ ≤ θHPBW

2

g(ϕ) otherwise.
(4)

Here, i, j are the indices of the considered transmit and
receive nodes, and ϕ is the angle between them in the
considered link. Also, θHPBW is the half power beamwidth of
the antenna, and G0 is the directional antenna’s maximum gain
while g(ϕ) is the side lobe gain. Also, we let the UE antenna
gain to be 0 dB. This is in harmony with, e.g., [27], [29], [48],
and because the UE has an omni-directional radiation pattern.
For discussions on how the antenna gain is affected by the
antenna array properties, see, e.g., [45].

We assume that we have high beamforming capability in
the IAB-IAB backhaul links. Consequently, we ignore the
interference in the backhaul links and assume them to be
noise-limited. Also, the inter-UE interferences are neglected
due to the low power of the devices and with the assumption
of sufficient isolation [24]. On the other hand, as illustrated
in Fig. 4, the interference model focuses on the aggregated
interference on the access links, due to the neighbouring
interferers, which for UE u is given by

Iu =
∑

i,j∈φi,j\{xc}

Pjhi,jGi,jL(1m)Lxi,xj‖xi − xj‖−1. (5)

Here, i and j represents all BSs except for the associated cell
xc which can either be an MBS or an SBS.

3) Rain and Tree Foliage Model
With the need of understanding the performance of IAB

networks in rainy conditions, we use the ITU-R Rec 8.38-3
rain model [49] to entail the rain effect on the links. This is an
appropriate model used to methodically determine the amount
of rain attenuation on radio links. The model is widely used
in all regions of the world, for the frequency range from 1
GHz to 1000 GHz with no rain rate obligation. The model
describes the rain loss as

γR = kRβ , (6)

where γR is the rain loss in dB/km, and R is the rain
intensity in mm/hr. Moreover, k and β are coefficients that
are precalculated depending on the carrier frequency. Table
II shows the coefficients for horizontal and vertical losses at
rainy conditions in 28 GHz on which we concentrate in the
simulations.

Finally, FHPPP φT with density λT is used to spatially
distribute the tree lines of length lT [50]. We use the Fitted
International Telecommunication Union-Radio (FITU-R) tree

Table II
COEFFICIENTS FOR ITU-R MODEL. HERE, βh , kh ARE THE HORIZONTAL

POLARIZATION COEFFICIENTS AND βv , kv DENOTE THE VERTICAL
POLARIZATION COEFFICIENTS [49].

Frequency (GHz) βh βv kh kv
28 0.9679 0.9277 0.2051 0.1964

foliage model [51, Chapter 7] to model the effect of the trees
on the received signal power. This is an appropriate model for
the cases with frequency dependancy and with non-uniform
vegetation. The model is suitable for the mmWave frequencies
from 10 to 40 GHz and has been derived by further developing
the ITU-R vegetation model. In this way, considering two,
namely, in-leaf and out-of-leaf , vegetation states, the tree
foliage in dB is obtained by

FT =

{
0.39f0.39c d0.25, in-leaf
0.37f0.18c d0.59, out-of-leaf, (7)

where fc is the carrier frequency expressed in MHz and d is
the vegetation depth in meter.

B. Association and Allocation Strategy

In our setup, the UE can be served by either an MBS
or an SBS following open access strategy and based on the
maximum average received power rule. Also, in harmony with
3GPP, we do not take joint transmission into account, i.e., each
UE can be connected to only one MBS or SBS. In this way,
the association rule for UE u suffices∑

∀j

uj = 1, ∀u ∈ U, ui · uj = 0,∀j 6= i, (8)

where uj ∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable indicating the asso-
ciation with 1 and 0 denoting the unassociated cell. For the
access links of the UEs, we have

uj =


1 if PiGz,xhz,xL(1m)Lz,x(‖z− x‖)−1

≥ PjGjhz,yL(1m)Lz,y(‖z− y‖)−1,
∀ y ∈ φj |x ∈ φi, i, j ∈ {m, s}

0, otherwise.
(9)

As in (9) for each UE u, the association binary variable uj
becomes 1 for the cell giving the maximum received power at
the UE, while for all other cells it is 0 since the UE can only
be connected to one IAB node.

Because the IAB nodes, i.e., both the MBSs and the SBSs,
are equipped with large antenna arrays and can beamform
towards the required direction, the antenna gain over the
backhaul links can be assumed to be the same, and backhaul
link association can be well determined based on the minimum
path loss rule, i.e., by

xb,m =


1 if Lbm(‖z− x‖)−1≥Lbm(‖z−y‖)−1,

∀ y ∈ φm|x ∈ φm,
0, otherwise

(10)
(For the effect of interference in the backhaul links, see Fig.

6). For resource allocation, on the other hand, the mmWave
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spectrum available is partitioned into the access and backhaul
links such that {

WBackhaul = µW,

WAccess = (1− µ)W,
(11)

with µ ∈ [0, 1] being the percentage of bandwidth re-
sources on backhauling. Also, Wbackhaul and Waccess denote
the backhaul and the access bandwidths, respectively, while
total bandwidth is W . The bandwidth allocated for each SBS,
i.e., child IAB, by the fiber-connected MBS, i.e., IAB donor,
is proportional to its load and the number of UEs in the
access link. The resource allocation is determined based on
the instantaneous load in which each SBS informs its current
load to the associated MBS each time. Thus, the backhaul-
related bandwidth for the j-th IAB node is given by

Wbackhaul,j =
µWNj∑
∀ j

Nj
,∀j, (12)

where Nj denotes the number of UEs connected to the j-
th IAB node. Therefore, the bandwidth allocated to the j-th
IAB node is proportional to the ratio between its load, and the
total load of its connected IAB donor. Meanwhile, the access
spectrum is equally shared among the connected UEs at the
IAB node according to

Waccess,u =
(1− µ)W∑
∀ u

Nj,u
,∀u, (13)

where u represents the UEs, and j represents each IAB node.
Also, Nj,u denotes the users connected to the j-th IAB node
of which UE u is connected. The signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) values are obtained in accordance with (5)
by

SINR = Pr/(Iu +N0), (14)

where N0 is the noise power. Then, considering sufficiently
long codewords, which is an acceptable assumption in IAB
networks, the rates experienced by the UEs in access links
can be expressed by

Ru =



(1−µ)W
Nm

log(1 + SINR(xu)), if xc ∈ φm,

min

(
(1−µ)W∑
∀ u

Nj,u

log(1 + SINR(xu)),

µWNj∑
∀ j

Nj

log(1 + SINR(xb))

)
, if xc ∈ φs

(15)
and the backhaul rate is given by

Rb =
µWNj∑
∀ j

Nj
log(1 + SINR(xb)). (16)

Here, m represents the associated MBS and s denotes the SBS.
Based on the association cell, there are two cases for the rate
of the connected UEs, xu at the location. First, is the case
in which the UEs are associated to the MBSs, as denoted by

Table III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Parameters Value
Carrier frequency 28 GHz
Minimum data rate threshold 100 Mbps
Bandwidth 1 GHz
IAB node and UE density {MBS, SBS, UE} = (8, 100, 500) /km2

Blocking {Density, Length} = (500 /km2, 5 m)
Path loss exponents {LoS, NLoS} = (2, 3)
Main lobe antenna gains {MBS, SBS, UE} = (24, 24, 0) dBi
Side lobe antenna gains {MBS, SBS, UE} = (-2, -2, 0) dBi
Half power beamwidth {azimuthal, elevation} = (60, 25)
Noise power 5 dB
In-leaf percentage 20%
Tree depth 5 m
Antenna heights {MBS, SBS, UE} = (25,10,1) m

xc ∈ φm in (15). Since the MBSs, i.e., IAB donor nodes, have
fiber backhaul connection, the rate will depend on the access
bandwidth available at the UE. In the second case, the UEs are
connected to the SBSs, as denoted by xc ∈ φs in (15). Here,
the SBSs have shared backhaul bandwidth from the IAB donor
nodes i.e., MBSs, and thus the UEs data rates depend on the
backhaul rate of the connected SBS as well. Thus, in this case
the UE is bounded to get the minimum between backhaul and
access rate.

C. Simulation Results and Discussions

The simulation results are divided into three parts in which
1) we compare IAB, hybrid IAB/fiber-connected, and fiber-
connected networks, 2) verify the robustness of IAB networks,
and 3) study the system performance in an example of 3D
network deployment. Note that the 2D model is considered
mainly to limit the simulation complexity. However, for differ-
ent cases, the same qualitative conclusions as those presented
in the 2D model hold in the 3D model as well. The general
system parameters are summarized in Table III and, for each
figure, the specific parameters are given in the figure caption.
The network is deployed in a disk of radius of D = 1 km,
where the rain occurrence, the blockage, and the vegetation
distributions are also probable according to the statistical
models described in Section III-A. In all figures, except for
Figs. 8 and 9 which study the system performance in both
urban and suburban areas, we concentrate on dense areas as
the most important point of interest in IAB networks. We
assume that we have high beamforming capability in the IAB-
IAB backhaul links. Consequently, in all figures except for
Fig. 6, we ignore the interference in the backhaul links, in
harmony with, e.g., [27]–[29]. In Fig. 6, however, we verify
this assumption, and study the system performance in the cases
where the interference is not ignored in the IAB-IAB links
(More insights on mmWave interference in cellular networks
are discussed in, e.g., [52], [53].)

Our metric of interest is the service coverage probability
[54], defined as the fraction of the UEs which have instanta-
neous UE data rates higher than or equal to a threshold Rth.
That is, using (15), the service coverage probability is given
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Figure 5. Density of the IAB nodes sufficing the performance of fiber-
backhauled network, in terms of service coverage probability. The parameters
are set to λB = 500 km−2, no rain, Rth = 100 Mbps, and PMBS, PSBS, PUE =
(40, 24, 0) dBm.

by

ρ = Pr(RU ≥ Rth). (17)

1) IAB versus Fiber
In Figs. 5-6, we compare the coverage probability of the

IAB networks with those obtained by the cases having (a
fraction of) fiber-connected SBSs, as well as the cases with no
SBS. Also, Fig. 6 verifies the effect of the interference in the
backhaul links on the system performance. In these figures,
different parameters, e.g., bandwidth allocation between the
access and backhaul, have been optimized to maximize the
coverage probability in each case. Note that, in practice and
depending on the network topology, a number of SBSs may
also be fiber-connected. For this reason, in Figs. 5-6, we also
consider the cases with a fraction of SBSs having fiber connec-
tions. In such cases, we assume the fiber-connected SBSs to be
randomly distributed, and adapt the association and allocation
rules as well as the achievable rates, correspondingly.

Figure 5 demonstrates the required number of IAB nodes
to guarantee the same coverage probability as in the cases
with hybrid IAB/fiber-connected SBSs. Then, Fig. 6 shows the
network service coverage rate as a function of the fraction of
fiber-connected SBSs, and compares the system performance
with the cases having no SBS.

As demonstrated in Figs. 5-6, for a broad range of pa-
rameter settings, the same performance as in the fully fiber-
connected networks can be achieved by the IAB network, with
relatively small increment in the number of IAB nodes. As
an example, consider the parameter settings of Fig. 5 and
the UEs’ target rate 100 Mbps. Then, a fully fiber-connected
network with SBSs densities 50 and 60 km−2 corresponds,
in terms of coverage probability, to an IAB network having
densities λS = 65 km−2 and 85 km−2, respectively, leading
to coverage probabilities 0.76 and 0.81. Interestingly, with a
30% of SBSs having fiber connections, which is practically
reasonable, these numbers are reduced to λS = 70 and 85
km−2, i.e., only 16% and 21% increase in the required number

Figure 6. Service coverage probability as a function of the percentage of the
fiber-backhauled SBSs for a dense network with λB = 500 km−2, no rain
and PMBS, PSBS, PUE = (40, 24, 0) dBm.

of SBSs. Then, as the network density increases, the effect of
the UEs target rate as well as the relative performance gap
of the IAB and fiber-connected networks decrease (Fig. 6).
Moreover, in harmony with intuitions and motivated by the
high beamforming capability of the IAB nodes, the effect of
the interference in the backhaul links is negligible, and the
IAB-IAB links can be well assumed to be noise-limited (Fig.
6).

Here, it should be noted that our results, based on the
FHPPP and random node drop, give a pessimistic performance
of IAB networks. In practice, the network topology will be
fairly well-planned, further reducing the gap between the
performance of IAB and fiber-connected networks. Also, for
simplicity and in order to mainly concentrated on the effect of
environmental parameters, we considered the minimum path
loss rule in the backhaul links. A smart network operator may,
however, use load balancing techniques to avoid congestion
in the network, e.g., [55], [56]. Finally, while we considered
a fixed bandwidth split between the access and backhaul
which limits the resource allocation/coordination complexity,
an adaptive split between access and backhaul of different
nodes would improve the network performance.

2) On Some Practical Benefits of IAB
Using IAB with such a relatively small increment of the

nodes reduces the network cost considerably4. This is because
an SBS is much cheaper than fiber5. For example, and only to
give an intuitive view, as reported in [57], Table 7], in an urban
area the fiber cost is estimated to be in the range of 20000
GBP/km, while an SBS in 5G is estimated to cost around 2500
GBP per unit [58]6. More importantly, internal evaluations at
Ericsson indicates that, for dense urban/suburban areas, even

4It is reasonable to consider almost the same cost for an IAB node and a
typical SBS.

5Indeed, the exact cost of the fiber varies vastly in different regions, due
to many factors including labour cost, etc. However, for different areas, fiber
laying accounts to a significant fraction of the total network cost.

6The price estimates are based on [57], and [58], and should not be
considered as the cost estimations in Ericsson.
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Figure 7. Service coverage probability of the IAB network as a function of
the blocking density λB, with PMBS, PSBS, PUE = (40, 24, 0) dBm, and no
rain/tree foliage.

in the presence of dark fiber, the deployment of IAB networks
is an opportunity to reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO)
as well as the time-to-market. Especially, the same hardware
can be used both for access and backhaul such that no extra
and seperate system is needed for backhaul.

Thus, although IAB may not support the same peak rate
as fiber, IAB will be sufficient and a cost-effective solution
for SBSs in dense networks, and with no digging7, traffic jam
and/or infrastructure displacement.

Along with the cost reduction, IAB increases the network
flexibility remarkably. With optical fiber, the access points,
of different types, can be installed only in the places with
fiber connection. Such a constraint is, however, relaxed in
IAB networks, and the nodes can be installed in different
places as long as they have fairly good connection to their
parent nodes. These are the reasons that different operators
have shown interest to implement IAB in 5G networks [61],
and it is expected that IAB would be ultimately used in up to
10-20% of 5G sites, e.g., [62].

It is interesting to note that, regardless of the cost, IAB is
an attractive solution for a number of use-cases:
• Street trenching and digging not only are expensive but

also may destroy historical areas or displace trees. For
such reasons, some cities may consider a moratorium on
fiber trenching [59], and instead rely on wireless backhaul
methods such as IAB and microwave backhaul.

• Fiber installation may take a long time, as it requires
different permissions, labor work, etc. In such cases, IAB
can establish new radio sites quickly. Thus, starting with
IAB and, if/when needed, replacing it by fiber is expected
to become a quite common setup.

• Low income zones of dense cities suffer from poor
Internet connection. This is mainly because current fiber-
based solutions are not economically viable, and the
companies are not interested in fiber installation in such

7According to different reports, e.g., [59], [60], for fiber connection in
metropolitan areas, a large portion (about 85%) of the total cost figure is tied
to trenching and installation.

Figure 8. Service coverage probability of the IAB network as a function of
the rain intensity in urban and suburban areas and for different average hop
distances. The parameters are set to PMBS, PSBS, PUE = (45, 33, 0) dBm, λB
= 500 km−2 for urban area and no blocking for the suburban area. Average
hop distances lhop = 100, 160, 450, 650, 900 m correspond to SBS densities
λS= 100, 50, 8, 5, 3 km−2, respectively.

areas. Here, IAB is a low TCO solution to reduce the
cost of Internet infrastructure.

• Public safety, and in general mission critical (MC), sys-
tems should be able to provide temporally on-demand
coverage in all scenarios where the MC UEs are within
terrestrial cellular network coverage or out of terrestrial
cellular network coverage. In such cases, an IAB node,
e.g., on a drone or a fire truck, can extend the coverage
with high reliability and low latency8.

Finally, as expected and also emphasized in Fig. 6, as the
number of UEs increases, MBSs alone can not support the
UEs’ QoS requirements, and indeed we need to densify the
network with, e.g., using (IAB) nodes of different types.

3) Effect of Rain, Blocking and Tree Foliage
As opposed to fiber-connected setups, an IAB network may

be affected by blockage, rain and tree foliage, the effects
of which are analyzed in Figs. 7-9, respectively. Particularly,
considering the 2D FHPPP blockage model, Fig. 7 investigates
the coverage probability for different blockage densities λB
and walls lengths lB (also, see Fig. 11 for the effect of blockage
in a 3D model).

Although IAB is of particular interest in dense urban areas,
it has the potential to be used in suburban areas as well. For
this reason, in Figs. 8 and 9 we demonstrate the coverage
probability as a function of, respectively, the rain intensity, R
in (6), and the tree line length lT in both urban and suburban
areas. Here, the results are presented for the average hop
distances lhop=100, 160, 450, 650 ,900 m which correspond to
SBSs densities λS=100, 50, 8, 5 and 3 km−2, respectively. For
a suburban area, i.e., the cases with large average hop distance,
we consider a single MBS, no blockage and UEs’ density
λU =50 km−2. On the other hand, for the cases with urban
areas, i.e., low average hop distance, the blockage and the UEs,

8It should be noted that, within Rel-16 and 17, mobile IAB is not supported.
Thus, with an IAB on, e.g., a drone, the node position should remain fixed
during the data transmission.
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Figure 9. Service coverage probability of the IAB network, in both suburban
and urban areas, as a function of the tree line length lT with Rth = 50 Mbps,
PMBS, PSBS, PUE = (45, 33, 0) dBm, d = 5 m, in (7), and no rain. In the
suburban area, we set λM = 1 km−2, λU = 50 km−2 with no blockage,
while for the urban area we set λM = 8 km−2, λU = 700 km−2 with blockage
having density λB = 500km−2 and length lB = 5 m. Average hop distances
lhop=160, 300, 450, 900 m correspond to SBS densities λS = 50, 20, 8, 3
km−2, respectively.

Figure 10. An example of the distribution of the IAB network in 3D space
with OpenStreetMap.

densities are set to λB = 500 km−2 and λU = 700 km−2,
respectively. According to Figs. 7-9, the following points can
be concluded:

• Unless for low network densities, the coverage probability
is not much affected by the blockage density/length (Fig.
7. also, see Fig. 11 for the effect of blockage in a
3D example use-case). This is intuitive because, as the
network density increases, with high probability each UE
can be connected to an SBS with strong LOS signal

Figure 11. Service coverage probability as a function of the SBSs antenna
height v for the cases with no rain and PMBS, PSBS, PUE = (40, 24, 0) dBm.

component.
• Considering 28 GHz, rain will not be a problem for IAB,

unless for the cases with very heavy rainfall in suburban
areas (Fig. 8). Particularly, the system performance is
robust to different rain intensities in suburban/urban areas.
Moreover, in suburban areas, even with high intensities
the rain reduces the coverage probability slightly9.

• As opposed to the rain and the blockage, depending
on the network density, in the cases with low/moderate
IABs’ densities the coverage probability may be consid-
erably affected by the tree foliage. For instance, consider
the parameter settings of Fig. 9, in suburban area, with
1 MBS, λU = 50 km−2 and an average hop distance
of lhop = 900 m, corresponding to λS = 3 km−2.
Then, the presence of trees with line length lT = 15
m and density λT = 250 km−2 reduces the coverage
probability from 70% for the cases with no trees to 60%,
i.e., for 10% more of the UEs the rate requirement 50
Mbps can not be provided. Thus, in the presence of
tree foliage, more IAB nodes are required to satisfy the
same QoS requirement. On the other hand, with high
network density, the coverage probability is not affected
by the tree foliage (Fig. 9). In general, predicting the link
performance for IAB is difficult when accepting foliage.
This is because, for instance, the backhaul link quality
may change due to wet trees, snow on the trees, wind
and varying percentage of leaves in different seasons.
However, based on the presented results, we believe that,
with appropriate nodes heights, mmWave IAB will work
well for areas with low/moderate foliage level.

Finally, it should be mentioned that in Figs. 8-9 we considered
the same parameter settings for the IAB nodes, independently
of their area of implementation. However, in practice, different
types of short-range and wide-area IAB nodes, with consider-
ably higher capabilities for the wide-area IAB nodes, may be
developed and used in urban and suburban areas, respectively

9It should be noted that, while Fig. 8 presents the results for 28 GHz which
is the frequency of interest for IAB, the effect of the rain will be more visible
at higher carrier frequencies.
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Figure 12. Service coverage probability as a function of the backhaul
bandwidth allocation percentage µ in (11) for a dense network, no rain, Rth
= 100 Mbps, and PMBS, PSBS, PUE = (40, 24, 0) dBm.

[63]. This will help to reduce the effect of rain/foliage in
suburban areas even more.

4) Performance Evaluation in an Example 3D Use-case
In Figs. 5-9, we investigate the system performance in

the 2D FHPPP-based model. To evaluate the effect of the
nodes and blockages heights, in this subsection we study the
coverage probability in an example 3D setup. Particularly,
as shown in Fig. 10, the UEs and the IAB nodes (both
MBSs and SBSs) are still randomly distributed based on
their corresponding FHPPPs, while they are positioned at
different heights. Moreover, the blockages (as well as the
distance between the nodes) are determined based on the map
information, i.e., the real world blocking terrain is considered
using OpenStreetMap 3D environment. The results have been
tested on a disk of radius D = 0.5 km over the Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden. Particularly,
considering the MBSs and the UEs heights to be 25 and 1 m,
respectively, Figs. 11 and 12 show the coverage probability as
a function of the SBSs’ heights and the backhaul bandwidth
allocation percentage, µ in (11), respectively.

As demonstrated in Fig. 11, with a low SBS density,
increasing the height of the SBSs helps to reduce the required
number of IAB nodes considerably. For instance, with the
parameter settings of Fig. 11, the same coverage probability
as in the cases with density λS = 40 km−2 and height v = 5
m is achieved by a setup having λS = 30 km−2 and v = 15
m. However, as the network density increases, the effect of the
SBSs height becomes negligible. This is intuitively because,
with moderate/high densities, with high probability one can
always find IAB donor-IAB, IAB-UE, and IAB donor-UE
links with strong LOS signal components, even if the IAB
nodes are located on the street level.

Finally, as shown in Fig. 12, with an optimal bandwidth
allocation between the access and backhaul, IAB network
increases the coverage probability, compared to the cases with
only MBSs, significantly (Also, see Fig. 6). With µ = 0,
the system performance decreases to those achieved by only
MBSs, as no bandwidth is allocated for backhauling. With

µ = 100%, on the other hand, no resources are considered for
access, and the coverage probability tends to zero. Thus, for
different parameter settings, there is an optimal value for the
portion of backhaul/access bandwidth allocation maximizing
the coverage probability (Fig. 12). Deriving this optimal value,
which increases with the SBSs’ density and decreases with the
UEs’ density, is an open research topic for which the results
of [27] is supportive.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied IAB networks from both standardization and
performance points of view. As we showed, depending on the
QoS requirements, IAB can be considered as a cost-effective
alternative to optical fiber that complements conventional
microwave backhaul, in different use-cases and areas. Par-
ticularly, the same coverage probability as in fiber-connected
networks is achieved by relatively small increment in the
number of IAB nodes, leading to considerable network cost
reduction/flexibility increment. Moreover, unless for the cases
with moderate/high tree foliage in suburban areas, the system
performance is not much affected by, e.g., the blockage, the
rain, and the tree foliage, which introduces the IAB as a robust
setup for dense networks.

While the industry has well proceeded in standardization
of different aspects of the network, there are still many open
research problems to be addressed by the academia. Among
such research topics are topology optimization using, e.g.,
machine learning, studying the effect of hardware impairments
on the system performance, developing efficient methods for
simultaneous transmission/reception, improving the system
performance using network coding, designing efficient (hy-
brid) beamforming methods for IAB networks, combination
of IAB nodes and repeaters/intelligent surfaces, as well as
mobile IAB. Also, load balancing and adaptive routing in a
mesh-based network are interesting research topics for which
the fundamental results of relay networks, e.g., [64]–[66], will
be supportive. Although some of these topics are not supported
in Rel-16 and 17, a deep analysis of such problems may pave
the way for further enhancements of IAB in industry.
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